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CALCULATORS
FULL LINE OF TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, CASIO, AND SHARP CALCULATORS

Texas Instruments
Solar Scientific

Model TI-36X SLR

Advanced scientific calculator,

10 + 2 digit display, ideal for

use in advanced algebra,

trigonometry, geometry,

computer science, chemistry,

engineering, physics, calculus

and statistics.

ANYLITETM solar power.

Protective slide case.

Additional Calculators Available
Texas Instruments Casio Sharp
TI-83 Graphing Calculator FX-300W MS Plus   Student Solar plus Scientific EL-531VB  Student Scientific
TI-32TK  Explorer Plus EL-506VB  Advanced Scientific
TI-34IIRTL  Scientific

OTHER ADVANCED CALCULATORS ARE AVAILABLE . . . CALL FOR INFORMATION & PRICING.

Sharp
Scientific Calculator

Solar/Battery
Model EL-506V

New ergonomic design

advanced scientific

calculator.  2-line, 12-digit

display, D.A.L. - Direct

Algebraic Logic, multi-line

playback, calculus memory

and physical constants.  hard

case included.

Texas Instruments
Scientific Calculator

Model TI-30X IIs
Solar / Battery

Two-line display scientific
calculator combines statistics
and advanced scientific
functions and is a durable and
affordable calculator.  The two-
line display helps students
explore math and science
concepts in the class room.
Automatic power down (APDTM).
Lithium battery included.
Protective slide case.

Texas Instruments
Scientific Calculator

Model TI-30Xa

10 + 2 digit display, one variable
statistic, three memories, fractions
and fraction / decimal conversations,
trigonometric functions in degrees,
radians, grads and hyperbolics,
common and natural logarithms,
universal powers and roots,
reciprocals and factorials, polar /
rectangular conversions, degrees,
minutes, seconds, seconds / decimal
degrees, conversions.  Automatic
power down.  Durable slide case.

Casio
Scientific Calculator

Solar/Battery
Model FX-115MS Plus

New advanced design with 2-
line, 12-digit LCD display.
Visually perfect algebraic
method 1 and 2, variable
statistics, boolean logic and
number bases.  
Preprogrammed scientific
constants.  Complex number
calculations.
Snap-on hard case included.

Casio
Student Scientific
Model FX-250HAS

10 digit display with 12 digit
accuracy, one variable
statistic, random number
generator, trigonometry
functions, impact resistant
slide-on case with quick
reference card, fraction to
decimal to mixed numeral to
improper fraction toggle.


